FREE DELIVERY ON ORDERS OVER $69*

LOW PRICES EVERYDAY

MSR

FreeLite™ 2 Ultralight Tent
$1,108.00 $994.90

Details

Specifications

For the adventurous travelling duo, the Freelite 2 is a
sophisticated design that cleverly lightens your load. With
plenty of ventilation, a roomy interior, and two large doors for
easy access this model is pure efficiency and comfort. This
tent is perfect for any couple who wants to make the most of
the daylight hours, as the simplicity of the connected pole
and hub structure means setup and pack up are an absolute
breeze. For 2019, this tent has been updated with Easton®
Syclone™ poles made from aerospace composite materials
resist breakage in windy conditions for extra reliability in the
field. The micromesh canopy provides plenty of airflow, while
controlling moisture and protecting you from creepy-crawlies.
This tent also has MSR's Xtreme Shield™ waterproof-coating
on the fly and floor for protection from the elements. The
Freelite 2 is perfect for fast-paced travellers or city dwellers
who don't have time on weekend trips to get bogged down
setting up basecamp.Semi-freestanding form for easy
setupSpacious interior and large doorsMicromesh canopy for
air circulation and moisture controlEaston® Syclone™ poles
made from aerospace composite materials resist breakage
Xtreme Shield™ waterproof-coated rainfly and floor

Snowys Code:

144152

Supplier Code:

T221 10326

Season:

3

Sleeping Capacity:

2 Person

External Dimensions:

213L x 279W cm

Sleeping Area:

213L x 127W cm

Packed Dimensions:

46L x 15W x 15H cm

Max. Head Height:

91 cm

Material:

15D Nylon Ripstop 1200mm Xtreme
Shield™

Inner Material:

10D Polyester Micro-mesh

Floor Material:

15D ripstop Nylon 1200mm Xtreme
Shield™

Frame Material:

Easton&#174;* Carbon ION

Waterproof:

1200mm Floor | 1200mm Fly

Weight:

1.33 kg

Minimum Weight:

1.14 kg

Warranty:

Limited Lifetime

Have a question about this product?
1300 914 007

service@snowys.com.au

Snowys Outdoors

Changed your mind?
For all information on how to return an item, visit www.snowys.com.au/returns
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